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ABSTRACT

Following up on Rebennack & Kallrath (2012), in this paper, for functions depending on two variables, using

refinement heuristics, we automatically construct triangulations subject to the condition that the continuous,

piecewise linear approximation, under- or overestimation never deviates more than a given δ-tolerance from

the original function over a given domain. This tolerance is proven by solving subproblems over each triangle

to global optimality. The continuous, piecewise linear approximators, under- and overestimators involve shift

variables at the vertices of the triangles leading to a small number of triangles while still ensuring continuity

over the full domain. On a set of test functions, we demonstrate the numerical behavior of our approach.

For functions depending on more than two variables we provide appropriate transformations and substitu-

tions which allow to use one- or two-dimensional δ-approximators. We address the problem of error propa-

gation when using these dimensionality reduction routines. The automatic refinement triangulation provides

an alternative to separation or transformation techniques applied to bivariate functions followed by one-

dimensional piecewise linear approximation. We discuss and analyze the tradeoff between one-dimensional

and two-dimensional approaches.

To demonstrate the methodology we apply it to a cutting stock problem in which we compute minimal area

rectangles hosting a given number of circles; we prove optimality for one literature problem which so far had

been solved only with finite gap.

Keywords: global optimization, NLP, nonconvex, overestimator, underestimator, inner ap-

proximation, outer approximation.
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1 Introduction27

We consider the following nonlinear (and nonconvex) optimization problem:28

NOP : min f (x) (1)

s.t. g(x) = 0 (2)

h(x)≤ 0 (3)

x∈ D (4)

with lower and upper bounds,X− andX+, onx and29

D1 : D := [X−,X+]
n⊂ Rn, or

D2 : D := [X−,X+]
n⊂ Rn1×{0,1}n2, or

D3 : D := [X−,X+]⊂ R, or

D4 : D := [X−,X+]
2⊂ R2

as well as continuous functionsf :D→R, g :D→Rm1, h :D→Rm2 with dimensions30

n1+n2 = n.31

Just like in the univariate case (Rebennack & Kallrath, 2012, [15]), we arenot in-32

terested in solving problem (1)-(4) to global optimality. Rather, we assume that there33

are global solvers available, which can solve optimizationproblems over each single34

function to global optimality. Our focus is on computing linearε-approximations of35

the optimization problem (1)-(4) in the following sense:36

Definition 1 (ε-approximated problem, [15])Let x∗ be a globally optimal solution37

to (1)-(4) and| · | denote the absolute value function. We call an optimizationproblem38

an ε-approximated problem, if for any optimal solutiony∗ of the ε-approximated39

problem,y∗ satisfies the following properties:40

P1 : |gi(y
∗)| ≤ ε , i = 1, . . . ,m1

P2 : h j(y
∗)≤ ε , j = 1, . . . ,m2

P3 : | f (x∗)− f (y∗)| ≤ ε .

We propose the derivation of anε-approximated problem by careful construction of41

piecewise linearδ -approximators,δ -underestimator, andδ -overestimators;i.e., δ -42

approximators never deviate more thanδ from the nonlinear function (cf.Rebennack43

& Kallrath, 2012, [15, Definitions 2 & 3]). When choosing theδ values carefully, one44

can replace NOP by a MILP problem and obtain valid lower bounds (for minimiza-45

tion problems); for the choice ofδ please see Rebennack & Kallrath (2012, [15, Sec-46

tion 3.3]). The size of the resulting MILP problem depends crucially on the number47

of segments introduced by the piecewise linearδ -approximators. Thus, two aspects48

are important: (1) the computedδ -approximators should contain few segments and49

(2) a given toleranceδ should not be exceeded.50

Detecting infeasibilites in NOP might also be of great practical interest, we refer51

the reader again to Rebennack & Kallrath (2012, [15]).52

In this paper, we extend the ideas for univariate functions,as discussed in Reben-53

nack & Kallrath (2012, [15]), to higher dimensional problems (with a focus onD4).54
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In particular, we construct goodδ -approximations to nonlinear functions by piece-55

wise linear functions. While in the case of univariate functions this involves appropri-56

ate systems of breakpoints, their convex combination and connecting lines between57

points of the function graphs, in higher dimensions the lines are triangles, tetrahedra,58

or in general simplices. The principle of convex combination remains the same.59

The contributions of this paper are threefold:60

1. We develop algorithms to automatically compute triangulations and the construc-61

tion of continuous, piecewise linear functions over such systems of triangles62

which approximate nonlinear, convex or nonconvex, functions in two variables63

to δ accuracy.64

2. We classify a rich class ofn-dimensional functions which can be separated into65

lower dimensional functions. This enables us to apply approximation techniques66

developed for univariate and bivariate functions. In addition, the approximation67

error of then-dimensional functions is expressed in the lower dimensional trans-68

formations.69

3. We demonstrate both the one- and two-dimensional approximation techniques70

with a nonlinear cutting stock problem.71

In this paper we follow up on the setting of paper I (Rebennack& Kallrath, 2012,72

[15]) to constructδ -accurate piecewise linear approximators, over- and underesti-73

mators for two-dimensional functions (Section 3) based on automatic triangulations.74

Higher dimensions and higher dimensional functions are treated in Section 4, where75

we also outline the approximation of NLPs and MINLPs. Section 5 provides numeri-76

cal results. We illustrate the usage of estimator functionson a two-dimensional circle77

cutting problem in Section 6. A series of future research directions is presented in78

Section 7. In Section 8 we conclude the paper and discuss the methodology and its79

limits.80

2 Literature Review81

A recent publication by Geißler et al. (2012, [6]) and slightly earlier the dissertation82

by Geißler (2011,[5]) come in some parts close to our ideas but differ in the following83

aspects. Their automatic, incremental triangulation produces Delaunay triangulations84

but does not involve shift variables at the vertices of the triangles. Our approach85

is more general in this aspect because it can handle arbitrary, indefinite functions86

regardless of their curvature. Our only requirement is thatthe functions have a finite87

number of discontinuities over a compactum (e.g., no singularities).88

Instead of reviewing a rich body of literature related to piecewise linear approx-89

imation of functions in one, two or more dimensions, we referthe reader to the lit-90

erature reviews contained in recent publications by Misener & Floudas (2010, [13])91

who presented explicit, piecewise linear formulations of two- or three-dimensional92

functions based on simplices, Linderoth (2005,[12]) who uses triangulations in the93

solution process of quadratically constrained problems, Vielma & Nemhauser (2011,94

[19]) who developed a formulation which provides an efficient alternative to stan-95

dard special ordered sets of type 2 (SOS-2) as their models grow only logarithmi-96

cally in the number of binary variables, D’Ambrosio et al. (2010, [3]) who compare97
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different formulations (one-dimensional, rectangle, triangle) to approximate for two-98

dimensional functions and discuss the notion of special ordered sets of type 3 (SOS-99

3), and Rebennack & Kallrath (2012, [15]) who are the first to compute optimal100

breakpoint systems for univariate functions based on global optimization techniques.101

The recent invention of modified SOS-2 conditions or formulations using signifi-102

cantly fewer binary variables growing only logarithmically in the number of support103

areas (breakpoints, triangles, or simplices) by Vielma & Nemhauser (2011, [19]) re-104

lieves somewhat the pressure to seek for a minimum number of support areas involved105

in the linear approximation of functions. Their approach has been used, for instance,106

by Misener & Floudas (2010, [13]) or Geißler et al. (2012, [6]). We have also ap-107

plied the Vielma & Nemhauser formulation in Section 6.5 but it is only a side track108

of the numerical experiments; the focus in this paper is rather on the construction of109

δ -approximators, over- and underestimators.110

3 Bivariate Functions111

In the one-dimensional case, we constructed convex linear combinations of support112

areas which were breakpoint-limited disjunct intervals covering the region (master113

intervals) we were interested in. In the two-dimensional case, we consider rectangular114

regions to start with (e.g., resulting from lower and upper bounds on the two decision115

variables). We are seeking support areas which cover the rectangle, which can be116

easily made larger or smaller reflecting the curvature of thefunction we want to117

approximate. Similar to the one-dimensional case, we use interpolation techniques to118

construct theδ -approximators. In two dimensions, we require (at least) three points119

to construct such interpolation planes.120

While functions depending on two or more variables are in themost general case121

treated by equal-sized simplices leading to direct SOS-2 representation,cf. Misener122

and Floudas (2010, [13]), our approach is somewhat different: We use different-sized123

triangles, select the triangle hosting a point(x1,x2), and represent(x1,x2) and its124

function value as convex linear combinations of the argument and function value at125

the vertices of the triangle. We have selected triangles fortheir simplicity, and we126

have chosen different-sized objects to adjust better to thefunction and its variations.127

In the following, we discuss the piecewise linear approximation of a function128

f over a triangle in Section 3.1. We present in Section 3.2 efficient algorithms to129

computeδ -approximators via triangulations while we discuss the case for δ -under-130

and overestimators in Section 3.3. MILP formulations derived from triangulations to131

approximatef are outlined in Section 3.4.132

3.1 Function Approximation over Triangles133

Consider a triangleT1 ⊂ IR2 in thex1-x2-plane established by three points (vertices)134

Pj = (X1 j ,X2 j) ∈ IR2, j = 1,2,3. We assume that at most two of them are colinear,135

i.e., all three of them never lie on the same line. Each pointp= (x1,x2) ∈ T1 can be136
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represented as a convex combination of these three points,i.e.,137

p=
3

∑
j=1

Pjλ j with λ j ≥ 0 and
3

∑
j=1

λ j = 1 .

Let f (p)= f (x1,x2) be a real-valued function in two argumentsx1 andx2 defined over138

a rectangleD4 := [X−1 ,X+
1 ]× [X−2 ,X+

2 ]⊃T1. We can construct a linear approximation139

ℓ(p) of f over T1 by a convex combination of the function values,f j = f (Pj) =140

f (x1 j ,x2 j), at the pointsp:141

ℓ(p) =
3

∑
j=1

λ j f j .

3.2 Constructing the Triangulation142

Our goal is now to construct a triangulation ofD4 by a setT of trianglesTt , with143 ⋃
Tt∈T Tt ⊇ D4, where the triangles should have maximal size (area) leading to a144

minimal number of triangles subject to the constraint145

∆t := max
p∈Tt
|ℓ(p)− f (p)| ≤ δ , ∀t ∈ T . (5)

Note that for a given triangle,∆t is computed by solving problem (5) to global opti-146

mality.147

Therefore, let us discuss whether we can transfer some ideasused in the univariate148

case to the bivariate case. The construction of triangulations with a minimum num-149

ber of triangles is not easy and straightforward. Thedirect approach, in which we150

would proceed similarly as in the one-dimensional case by allowing a fixed number151

of breakpointspb := (xb,yb) distributed in planeD4 raises severe problems:152

1. How to ensure that the breakpointspb generate non-overlapping triangles fully153

covering the rectangle?154

2. How to ensure continuity in the vertices? If we know that two trianglesT1 andT2155

share edgee12, then we have to apply the continuity constraints to the two shared156

verticesvv
e12T1

= vv
e12T2

with v = 1,2 belonging to edgee12, i.e., f (vv
e12T1

) +157

s(vv
e12T1

) = f (vv
e12T2

)+ s(vv
e12T2

) for v= 1,2, wheres(v) is the shift at vertexv.158

Using amarching scheme(the analogue situation to the moving breakpoint ap-159

proach,cf.Rebennack & Kallrath (2012, [15], Section 4.3)) as in the one-dimensional160

case would lead to complications in constructing an irregular grid of triangles, or to161

a regular grid with too many triangles: in the case of an irregular grid, similar to the162

direct approach, the difficulty lies in generating non-overlapping triangles fully cov-163

ering the rectangular, while a regular grid does not exploitthe fact that in regions164

with small function curvature we do not need so many triangles. Therefore, we pro-165

ceed differently and use a triangle refinement approach.166
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To begin with, we divideD4 by one of the diagonals into two trianglesT1 and167

T2. Then, for a given triangleTt with vertices [vt1,vt2,vt3] and fixed shift variables168

[st1,st2,st3], we solve the following (potentially nonconvex) NLP:169

∆t := max|ℓ(pt)− f (pt)| (6)

s.t. pt = ∑3
j=1 λ jvt j (7)

∑3
j=1 λ j = 1 (8)

ℓ(pt) := ∑3
j=1 λ jφ (vti) (9)

λ j ∈ [0,1], pt ∈ Tt , j = 1,2,3 , (10)

with φ (·) defined as170

φ (vt j ) = f (vt j )+ st j , (11)

for verticesvt j contained in triangleTt ; equation (11) is the analogon to equation171

(24) in Rebennack & Kallrath (2012, [15]).172

If ∆t ≤ δ
2 , then we keep the triangleTt along with the shift variablesst j ; i.e., we173

addTt to T . Otherwise, we try a different value for the shift variablesst j as follows174

st jd :=

(
2d

D+1
−1

)
δ
2

(12)

for someD∈N. Care has to be taken to identify shift variables which have been fixed175

at vertices of other triangles which equal one of the vertices of triangleTt . Thus, for176

each triangleTt , we solve between 1 andD3 NLP problems (6)-(10).177

If for none of the shift variable combinations the∆t ≤ δ
2 , we use a so-called178

sub-division ruleto sub-divide triangleTt into smaller triangles. Given isTt with179

vertices [vt1,vt2,vt3] and their three center pointspti of each side of the triangles,i.e.,180

pt1 := (vt1+ vt2)/2, pt2 := (vt2+ vt3)/2 andpt3 := (vt1+ vt3)/2. Now, we divideTt181

into four triangles as follows:182

[vt1, pt1, pt3] , (13)

[vt2, pt1, pt2] , (14)

[vt3, pt2, pt3] , (15)

[pt1, pt2, pt3] . (16)

Once all triangles inT yield a piecewise linearδ2 -approximator forf , we need to183

remove potential discontinuities at the boundary of the triangles. The idea is to sub-184

divideTt into smaller triangles which do not introduce any new vertices at the bound-185

ary of Tt . The smaller triangles deviate then at mostδ from f . One simple rule of186

sub-division is to connect each of the vertices on the boundary of Tt (excluding the187

vertices ofTt ) with at least one other vertex at the boundary ofTt (excluding the188

vertices ofTt), but not with a vertex at the same side of the triangle.189

The described procedure is summarized in Algorithm 3.1. SetS is a set of ordered190

pairs{st j ,vt j} which assigns each vertexvt j of a triangle a shift variablest j . With a191

triangulationT and the shift variables corresponding to each vertex of the triangles,192

the construction of theδ -approximatorℓ is well defined.193
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Using Algorithm 3.1, we obtain a triangulation for the domain D4 leading to a194

continuous, piecewise linear approximation of functionf with the desired discretiza-195

tion errorδ . Furthermore, the algorithm terminates in finitely many iterations:196

Corollary 1 Algorithm 3.1 terminates after a finite number of iterationsfor any con-197

tinuous function f: D= D4 ⊆ R2→ R over a compactumD, anyδ > 0 and D∈ N.198

The calculated triangles together with the shift variablesyield a piecewise linear,199

continuousδ -approximator for f .200

Proof The outline of the proof is as follows. First, we show that theminimal side201

length among all triangles computed in steps 8-27 by the Algorithm 3.1 in order202

to meet theδ
2 -approximation forf is bounded below,i.e., the area of each of the203

triangles does not get arbitrarily close to zero (follows from the continuity off and204

the compactness ofD). Second, Algorithm 3.1 is able to compute triangles of such205

smallest size in a finite number of iterations (follows from the triangle division rule).206

Third, the obtained triangulation is finite (follows from the first part of the proof).207

Fourth, the triangulation yields a continuous function (follows from construction of208

the triangulation); piecewise linearity is immediate.209

1st part: The first part is motivated by the proof of Theorem 1 in Rebennack210

& Kallrath (2012, [15]), in the following just referred to asTheorem 1. Recall the211

definition of an open ball with centerz using metric‖ · ‖ as212

Bµ(z) :=
{

x; ‖x− z‖< µ
}
,

with µ > 0. For the purpose of this proof,Bµ(z)⊂ R2.213

Use the construction scheme for the open cover ofD with finitely many balls
Bγ l

(
xl

0

)
, l = 1, . . . ,L as described in the proof of Theorem 1 by choosing

η :=

(
1− D−1

D+1

)
δ
4

instead ofδ2 . Define
l∗ = argmin{γ l , l = 1, . . . ,L}

as the index of the ball with the smallest radius among all balls. The ballBγ l∗ allows214

us to bound the size of any triangleTt from below: the smallest (in terms of area215

as well as minimal side length) among all trianglesTt computed in steps 8-27 of216

Algorithm 3.1 has just to be small enough to fit into the ballBγ l∗ ∩D. By construction217

of Bγ l∗ (this is where we need the choice forη), if there is a triangleTt̃ ⊂ Bγ l∗ ∩D,218

then there exists a piecewise linear function for triangleTt̃ which deviates at mostδ219

from f , regardless if the shift variables for the vertices ofTt̃ are fixed or not (a shift220

of zero suffices for all non-fixed shifts of the vertices).221

2nd part:The triangle division rule allows for the construction of triangles with222

arbitrarily small side length. This can be seen as follows: if triangleTt is divided into223

sub-triangles, then each of the side lengths of the four sub-triangles is smaller than224

one of the side lengths of the triangleTt .225

3rd part: In the first part of the proof, we showed that the area of the smallest226

triangleTt̄ included in any computed triangulation in steps 8-27 by Algorithm 3.1 is227
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bounded below by a positive number. Because a finite number ofidentical trianglesTt̄228

suffice to coverD (overlap on the boundary ofD is allowed to derive an upper bound229

on |T |), any triangulationT computed in steps 8-27 by Algorithm 3.1 contains230

a finite number of triangles. Steps 29-33 of Algorithm 3.1 adda finite number of231

additional triangles because there can only be a finite number of verticesvt̃ j included232

on any side of triangleTt .233

4th part: Continuity is ensured at the boundary of each triangleTt by ensuring234

that no vertex of any other triangle lies on the boundary and by keeping track of fixed235

shift variables (steps 12 & 31). �236

Algorithm 3.1 Heuristic to Compute Triangulation andδ -Approximator

1: // INPUT: Continuous functionf , scalarδ > 0, and shift variable discretization sizeD
2: // OUTPUT: Set of trianglesT and shift valuesS
3: // Initialize
4: x0 := X−, T := /0, S := /0
5: // rectangle[X1−,X1+]× [X2−,X2+] is divided into two triangles
6: T = {[(X1−,X2−),(X1+,X2−),(X1−,X2+)], [(X1−,X2+),(X1+,X2−),(X1+,X2+)]}
7: // Divide triangles until all triangles satisfy the δ

2 -criteria
8: repeat
9: // obtain and remove triangulation

10: chooseTt ∈T with vertices [vt1,vt2,vt3] and updateT ←T \Tt

11: // obtain fixed variables
12: if {·,vt j } ∈ S, then obtainst j and fix this variable for formulation (6)-(10); for allj = 1,2,3
13: repeat
14: for all verticesvt j with un-fixed shiftst j , obtain a discretized value via (12)
15: // optimize
16: solve (6)-(10) with fixed shift variables to obtain∆b
17: until ∆t ≤ δ

2 or all discretize values for the shift variables have been checked

18: // checkδ
2 -criteria

19: if ∆t ≤ δ
2 then

20: // update the set of triangles...
21: T ←T ∪{Tt}
22: // ...and the shift variables
23: S ←S ∪{{st j ,vt j}, j = 1,2,3}
24: else
25: construct new triangles via (13)-(16) and add them to setT
26: end if
27: until T = /0
28: // Remove discontinuities
29: for all Tt ∈T do
30: if ∃Tt̃ ∈T ∈S wherevt̃ j lies on one of the sides ofTt for somej then
31: sub-divide triangleTt

32: end if
33: end for

The proof provides us with the following three insights:237

(1) If continuity for an approximator is not necessary, thenAlgorithm 3.1 can be238

modified as follows: steps 29-33 can be removed and the criteria for ∆t in steps239

17 and 19 can be relaxed to∆t ≤ δ . This yields a finitely convergent algorithm240

computing a piecewise linearδ -approximator forf onD4.241
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(2) Computationally, it is an advantage to terminate loop 13-17 if the error∆t > δ .242

In this case, there exists no combination of shift variableswhich can ensure that243

∆t ≤ δ
2 for the particular triangleTt .244

(3) The only requirement for any sub-division rule is that after finitely many itera-245

tions, triangles of arbitrarily small side lengths (e.g., of side length less than or246

equal to a fixedγ > 0) can be computed. Thus, we suggest an alternative sub-247

division rule using a point of maximal deviation for triangleTt to obtain a refined248

triangulation: using the pointp∗t of maximal deviation ofℓ and f overTt , obtained249

by solving (6)-(10), we divideTt with vertices [vt1,vt2,vt3] into three triangles as250

follows (we found fixing the free shift variables to zero for computing pointp∗t as251

computationally most efficient):252

[vt1,vt2, p
∗
t ] , (17)

[vt2,vt3, p
∗
t ] , (18)

[vt3,vt1, p
∗
t ] . (19)

The case thatp∗t happens to lie on any of the three sides of the triangleTt needs253

special care. First, we remove the triangle with zero area. Second, we need to254

ensure that the calculated function approximation is continuous at this particular255

side of the triangleTt . The continuity can be ensured by a simple trick: divide256

the one neighboring triangle which contains pointp∗t into three triangles using257

(17)-(19) (ignoring the triangle with zero area). This sub-division rule has one258

drawback: one could imagine a case where the computed triangles get arbitrarily259

small in area, but not in the side length (e.g., a point of maximal deviation is260

always in the interior of the computed series of triangles).To avoid this issue, one261

could sub-divide the triangles into smaller triangles using the subdivision rule262

used by Algorithm 3.1 every fixed iteration count.263

The subdivision rule using a point of maximal deviation has the advantage over264

the other sub-division rule that the number of triangles is expected to increase265

slower.266

3.3 Deriving Goodδ -Underestimators andδ -Overestimators267

The easiest way to constructδ -under- and overestimatorsℓ±(x) in the bivariate case268

is to exploit the interpolation-based approximationℓ(x) of f (x) accurate toδ
2 and269

to setℓ±(x) := ℓ(x)± δ
2 . However, if the δ

2 -approximator forf does not possess270

a minimal number of triangles, then the computedδ -under- and overestimators are271

not minimal in the number of triangles used in the triangulation, cf. Rebennack &272

Kallrath (2012, [15], Corollary 1). Therefore, we briefly describe a specific method273

to computeδ -underestimators orδ -overestimators.274

Our specific calculation ofδ -underestimators orδ -overestimators follows very275

closely the idea ofδ -approximators. As in the one-dimensional case, we focus our276

discussions onδ -underestimators. Instead of using (5), we use for the underestimator277

ℓ−(p)|p∈Tt278

∆+
t := max

p∈Tt

(
f (p)− ℓ−(p)

)
≤ δ
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s.t. ℓ−(p)≤ f (p) , ∀p∈ Tt . (20)

Analogously to the one-dimensional case, the continuum conditions (20) are dis-279

cretized for a given triangle intoI grid pointspti . This is achieved by choosingλ 1i280

andλ 2i with i ∈ I, yielding toλ 3i = 1−λ1i−λ2i , ensuring thatλ 1i ,λ 2i ,λ 3i ∈ [0,1].281

This generates a system of grid pointspti ,282

pti =
3

∑
j=1

λ ji vt j , ∀t , ∀i ∈I (21)

contained in trianglet.283

Let Tt be a triangle with vertices [vt1,vt2,vt3]. For underestimators, the NLP (6)-284

(10) is replaced by:285

∆D+
t := min η (22)

η ≥ f (pti)− ℓ−(pti) , ∀i ∈I (23)

s.t. ℓ−(pti)≤ f (pti) , ∀i ∈I (24)

ℓ−(pti) := ∑3
j=1 λ ji φ (vt j) , ∀i ∈I (25)

η ≥ 0, st j ∈
[
−1

3
δ ,0

]
, j = 1,2,3 , (26)

with φ (·) as given by (11); theλ ji are fixed and obtained by (21). Notice that the286

shift variables are not discretized, in contrast to the approach described in Section287

3.2. Dependent on how many shift variablesst j are fixed, problem (22)-(26) may be288

trivially solved.289

If ∆D+
t > 1

3δ , one can proceed with a sub-division rule as in the case forδ -290

approximators to further divide the triangleTt . However, if∆D+
t ≤ 1

3δ , we need to291

ensure that the derivedℓ− is indeed an underestimator forf . Therefore, we need to292

check whether293

zmax∗
± := max

p∈Tt
f (p)− ℓ−(p)≤

1
3

δ , (27)

and294

zmin∗
± := min

p∈Tt
f (p)− ℓ−(p)≥ 0 . (28)

If both conditions are met, then the computedℓ is an underestimator forf on triangle295

Tt . Thus, we can keepTt as well as the shift variabless∗ti . Otherwise, we have to296

divide the triangleTt further. To ensure continuity at the boundary of the triangles297

Tt we proceed as in the case forδ -approximators (steps 29-33 of Algorithm 3.1).298

Shifting the obtained approximator by− 1
3δ ensures a piecewise linear, continuous299

δ -underestimator forf .300
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3.4 Convex-linear Combinations of Triangles and SOS-Formulations301

Let us discuss how to proceed once we have a good triangulation at hand. A special302

focus is on efficiency aspects.303

We start with a straight forward approach: We exploitT = |T | binary variables304

δ t indicating whether triangleTt and its vertices are selected to compute the convex305

combination off . These binary variables control which ones of the non-negative λ ti306

variables can take positive values: Namely only those associated withTt , i.e.,307

3

∑
i=1

λ ti = δ t , ∀t ∈ T .

If pti j denotes thej-th component of the vectorpti , the function argumentsx1 andx2308

are represented as309

x j = ∑
t∈T

3

∑
i=1

λ ti pti j , ∀ j ∈J = {1,2} ,

and with fti = f (pti) we get the linear approximation of the function as310

f = ∑
t∈T

3

∑
i=1

λ ti fti .

The condition that only one triangle can be selected is modeled as311

∑
t∈T

δ t = 1 .

Alternatively, to declaring theδ t variables binary, we could also declare them as a312

SOS-1. However, there is not much structure which this SOS-1representation could313

exploit; at best, the average of the function values at the vertices could serve as a314

reference row. Note that is important to get theδ t variables fixed at an early stage of315

the branching to get accurate approximations of the functions. It is worthwhile to try316

using priorities related to these variables.317

The formulation could be enhanced by constructing an SOS-2 containing 3T vari-318

ablesuτ with319

uτ = λ t1 , τ = 1+3(t−1)
uτ = λ t2 , τ = 2+3(t−1)
uτ = dt , τ = 3t

,

wheredt are dummy variables set to zero. That way, the SOS-2 looks like320

λ 11,λ 12,0,λ 21,λ 22,0,λ 31,λ 32,0, . . .

That way, only pairs (λ t1,λ t2) can be selected. However, to computeλ t3 we need the321

additional information provided byδ t , i.e., λ t3 = 1−λ t1−λ t2− (1− δ t). If we use322

both, the SOS-1 for theδ t and the SOS-2 for (λ t1,λ t2), we obtain a somewhat tighter323

formulation connecting the argumentp and f (p).324
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We are not aware of any algebraic modeling language which would allow us to325

construct the SOS-2 described above; therefore, we have notfollowed up on this326

approach.327

The SOS-2 formulation used by Misener & Floudas (2010, [13])involving sim-328

plices exploits already the recent idea of modified SOS-2 conditions or formulations329

using significantly fewer binary variables growing only logarithmically in the num-330

ber of support areas (breakpoints, triangles, or simplices) by Vielma & Nemhauser331

(2011, [19]). It could also be applied in this context.332

Especially, for two-dimensional function approximation D’Ambrosio et al. (2010,333

[3] ) discuss the notion of special ordered sets of type 3 (SOS-3). Unfortunately, SOS-334

3 are not supported by current MILP solvers.335

4 Multivariate Functions and their Linear Approximations336

When approximating functions ofn variables by piecewise linear functions the ideas337

and concepts developed for univariate and bivariate functions can be extended or338

modified to these higher dimensions. However, as, for instance, pointed out by Geißler339

et al. (2012, [6]), the number of support areas, usually, simplices increases exponen-340

tially.341

An unsolved, probably problem-specific question to analyzeand to answer is342

whether it is more efficient to approximate separate functions such asf (x,y) = x2+y2
343

in two dimensions or to approximate them inx andy separately. The same questions344

arises when we encounter functions of more than two variables in NLP or MINLP345

problems. Is it worthwhile to exploit special properties,e.g., separability, of the func-346

tions to reduce the dimensionality, or is it more efficient toapproximate the function347

directly in its dimensionality? Intuitively, one might argue that the reduction of di-348

mensionality always pays out, but this is not so obvious and may depend both on the349

problem and also on the branching strategies used by the selected MILP solver,cf.350

Section 7.351

In the next subsection we provide some transformation for functions with spe-352

cial structure. In Section 4.2, we discuss required function shifts for the introduced353

transformations. We elaborate on the validity of the transformations in the context354

of approximator systems in Section 4.3. We close this section with a discussion of355

possible application areas of the developed approximator systems in Section 4.4.356

4.1 Transformation for Special Nonlinear Expressions357

Transformations for special nonlinear expressions inn dimensions may in principle358

enable us to utilize the one- and two-dimensional techniques developed in this pa-359

per to construct goodδ -approximators forn-dimensional functions. We summarize360

three types of functions and their transformation tricks inTable 1. A rich class ofn-361

dimensional functions can be obtained by appropriately applying these four function362

types. Nested transformations are possible for type I and IV.363
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Table 1: Transformations forn-dimensional functions.

If not otherwise stated, thenfi(xi) : [Xi−,Xi+]⊂ R→ R are continuous
functions for alli = 1, . . . ,n and f (x) : [X−,X+]⊂ Rn→R.

Function f (x) Transformation Approx. Comment
Error for f (x)

I ∑n
i=1± fi(xi) treat each termfi(xi ) ∑n

i=1 δ i δ i is approximation error
individually of fi(xi)

II ∏n
i=1 fi(xi) ln( f (x)) = ∑n

i=1 ln ( fi(xi )) f (x)
(
e∑n

i=1 δ i −1
)

fi(xi ) > 0 for all i; δ i

is approximation error of
ln ( fi(xi))

III f1(x) f2(x) ln(ln( f (x))) = f (x)
(
ee(δ 1+δ 2) −1

)
f1(x), f2(x)> 1; δ 1 and

ln( f1(x))+ ln(ln( f2(x))) δ 2 is approximation
error for ln( f1(x))
and ln(ln( f2(x))),
respectively

IV f1
(

f2(x)
)

f1(u) and f2(x) δ 1+ γ(δ 2) δ 1 is approximation er-
ror for f (u) and δ 2 is
approximation error for
f2(x)

γ(δ 2) := max
x∈D, x−δ2≤y≤x+δ 2

| f1(x)− f1(y)|

I: Separable functions. We can use the one-dimensionalδ -approximators for each364

of the n one-dimensional, continuous functionsfi(xi) separately. The obtained365

approximation error for the separable functionf (x) is then the sum of the indi-366

vidual errorsδ i for each expressionfi(xi).367

368

II: Positive function products. For products of functions, we require that all func-369

tions are positive. Otherwise, assume without loss of generality that exactly one370

function, f j(x j), is non-positive. Asf j is continuous on the compactum[Xj−,Xj+],371

f j is bounded. Therefore,L j := minx∈[Xj− ,Xj+] f j(x) is finite. Now, substitute372

n

∏
i=1

fi(xi) = ( f (x j )+D j)
n

∏
i=1,i 6= j

fi(xi)−D j

n

∏
i=1,i 6= j

fi(xi)

with D j = L j + k and some positive numberk, e.g., k= 1. As373

( f (x j )+D j)
n

∏
i=1,i 6= j

fi(xi) := f̃ (x)> 0 , and

D j

n

∏
i=1,i 6= j

fi(xi) := f̄ (x)> 0 ,

we can apply the transformation for positive function products to both positive374

functions f̃ (x) and f̄ (x) separately.375
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Note that the error obtained by the transformation of the product of positive func-
tions depends onf (x). If ln( f (x)) has errorδ = ∑i=1 δ i , then∆ f (x) follows from

f (x)+∆ f (x) = eln( f (x))+δ = f (x) ·eδ

and ∆ f (x) = f (x)
(
eδ − 1

)
, which for small values ofδ reduces to∆ f (x) ≈376

f (x) · δ . This means in consequence, that we loose the separation property be-377

tween thexi variables regarding the discretization error,i.e., although the dis-378

cretization errors ofxi andx j are separated fori 6= j, the discretization error of379

the productfi(xi) · f j(x j) depends on bothxi and x j (as well as onfi(xi) and380

f j(x j)). However, if “good” bounds onf (x) are available, then this approach may381

still be computationally feasible,e.g., 0< f (x)≤ 1 is desirable as this guarantees382

an approximation error forf (x) of at mosteδ − 1, or δ for small values ofδ ,383

respectively.384

385

III: Exponentials. Chains of exponentialsf1(x) f2(x) for n-dimensional functionsf1(x)386

and f2(x) with x∈ Rn require some care related to the arguments. The transfor-387

mation works only forf1(x)> 0 and f2(x)> 1.388

389

IV: Substitutions. Complicated terms with more variables appearing as arguments390

of functions can always be replaced by substitutions. Letf (x) = f1
(

f2(x)
)

be a391

nested function withx∈D⊆Rn. Defineu := f2(x) andD̃ :=
{

u | u= f2(x),x∈392

D
}
⊆ R. Then, f2 : D→ D̃. If function f2(x) is approximated with an absolute393

error ofδ 2, then this leads to a maximal error ofγ(δ 2) for f1 (if f1 is represented394

exactly). The functionγ(δ 2) is the maximal deviation of functionf1 in its domain395

over a small variation with magnitudeδ 2. Note thatγ(δ 2) can be overestimated396

using the derivative off1 as follows (f1 is a one dimension function):397

γ(δ 2)≤ f ′∗δ 2, (29)

where f ′∗ = maxu∈D̃
∂ f1(u)

∂u . The errors of an approximation off1 andγ(δ 2) are398

then additive for functionf (x). If the derivative or slope of the outer functionf1399

is reasonably bounded, the discretization error off (x) is remarkably small and400

well controlled.401

Note: As the sum of finitely many continuous piecewise linear functions is a con-402

tinuous piecewise linear function, approximating each individual function in Table 1403

leads to piecewise linear, continuous functions.404

δ̃ -underestimators and̃δ -overestimators for functionf (x) can be obtained by405

computing aδ = δ̃
2 approximator forf (x), e.g., by applying any of the transforma-406

tions of Table 1,cf. Rebennack & Kallrath (2012, [15], Corollary 1). Alternatively,407

one can computẽδ -underestimators and̃δ -overestimators directly by computing ap-408

propriate under- and overestimators for the individual functions.409

4.2 Function Shifts410

Transformations of type II and III (cf. Table 1) require the univariate functionsfi(xi)411

to be strictly greater than zero. Furthermore, triangulation approaches for bivariate412
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functions tend to be numerically troublesome for values off (x) close to 0,e.g., for413

function f (x1,x2) = x1 · x2. Therefore, it is recommended to transform the variables414

appropriately. We discuss this approach for two functions.415

f (x1,x2) = x1 ·x2: Assume thatX−1 ≤ x1 ≤ X+
1 andX−2 ≤ x2≤ X+

2 . Let us construct416

a linear transformation in such a way that the transformed variablesx̃1 andx̃2 fall417

into the interval[1,1+∆ ] with ∆ > 0, implying that ˜x1 · x̃2 ∈ [1,(1+∆)2]. The418

transformed bilinear product ˜x1 · x̃2 is well behaved, if, for instance, 0.25≤ ∆ ≤419

0.75. The transformations420

x̃1 := 1+
x1−X−1

Ex1

, Ex1 :=
1
∆
(
X+

1 −X−1
)

and421

x̃2 := 1+
x2−X−2

Ex2

, Ex2 :=
1
∆
(
X+

2 −X−2
)

have the desired properties for anyX−1 < X+
1 andX−2 < X+

2 values. In order to422

achieve an approximation error ofδ for x1 · x2, we need to request the approxi-423

mation errorδ̃ = 1
Ex1Ex2

δ for x̃1 · x̃2. This error relation follows direct from the424

transformation. The inverse transformation is, fori=1,2 given by425

xi =−X−i +Exi (x̃i−1) .

f (x1,x2) = x1 ·exp(−x2
1− x2

2): We use a type II transformation after re-writing the426

function as follows427

f (x1,x2) = f1(x1) · f2(x2) = x1 ·exp(−x2
1) ·exp(−x2

2) .

If we want to separate the terms, negative values ofx1 or values close to zero
cause problems. Given the boundsX−1 ≤ x1≤ X+

1 ,

x̃1 := x1+1−X−1

shiftsx̃1 to the interval[1,1+X+
1 −X−1 ].428

4.3 Approximating NLPs and MINLPs429

Recall that we are interested in approximating the nonlinear optimization problem430

z∗ = min f (x) (30)

s.t. g(x) = 0 (31)

h(x)≤ 0 (32)

x∈ D (33)

with domain431

D1 : D := [X−,X+]
n⊂ Rn, or

D2 : D := [X−,X+]
n⊂ Rn1×{0,1}n2
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and f : D→ R, g : D→ Rm1, h : D→ Rm2 being continuous functions as well as432

n1+n2 = n.433

For n> 1, consider those functionsf ,g,h which are “separable” in the sense of434

Table 1. Depending on the anticipated properties of an optimal solution to the approx-435

imator system, use eitherδ -approximators,δ -underestimators orδ -overestimators436

(cf. Rebennack & Kallrath, 2012, [15], Section 3.3). We distinguish three cases:437

f (x) is non-linear: approximate the objective functionf (x) by using any of the four438

transformations by choosing appropriate approximation errors for each individual439

term. The logarithm function is a monotone transformation and as such, does not440

alter the optimal solution values. The optimal objective function value approxi-441

matingz∗ can be obtained by applying the exponent.442

443

g(x) is non-linear: re-write this equality constraint into two inequality constraints444

and apply the case ofh(x).445

446

h(x) is non-linear: if function h(x) can be expressed as the sum of univariate func-447

tions or obtained via substitution (type I or IV in Table 1), then apply the stated448

transformation toh(x) by using the appropriate, individual approximation errors.449

For the other two transformation types (i.e., type II and III),h(x)≤ 0 needs to be450

re-written ash̃(x) ≤ b with vectorb > 0 andb> 1, respectively. We then apply451

transformation II or III as stated in Table 1 toh̃(x) (if the requirements as listed in452

the column “comment” still hold). The right-hand-side of the constant̃h(x)≤ b is453

then replaced by ln(b) and ln(ln(b)), respectively. The monotone transformations454

do not alter the optimal solutions of the approximate problems.455

Note: As the sum of finitely many continuous piecewise linear functions is a con-456

tinuous piecewise linear function, approximating each individual function in Table 1457

leads to piecewise linear, continuous functions.458

So far, we have not explicitly discussed discrete variablesinvolved in our MINLP.459

However, when deriving approximator systems correctly,e.g., as suggested in Section460

3.3 of Rebennack & Kallrath (2012, [15]), all the propertiesregardingε accuracy of461

the obtained solutions hold in case that the discrete variables take discrete values;462

compare also to Geißler et al. (2012, [6]) on the issue of MIP relaxations.463

4.4 Possible Application Areas464

The literature reviews by Misener & Floudas (2010, [13]) andGeißler et al. (2012,465

[6]) contain several examples: Water supply network optimization and transient tech-466

nical optimization of gas networks, generalized pooling and integrated water systems467

problems, gas lifting and well scheduling for enhanced oil recovery, and electrical468

networks. Our own application area motivation comes from large scale production469

planning problems (cf. Timpe & Kallrath (2000, [18]), Kallrath (2005, [8]), Kallrath470

& Maindl (2006, [11], Chap. 8), or Kallrath (2007, [9])),e.g., in chemical industry,471

where nonlinear cost or yield functions bring in a modest number of nonlinear terms472

into the model. The size of the problems, several hundred thousand variables and473
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constraints among them tenthousands of binary variables isprohibitive for current474

MINLP solvers. Another area of problems comes from the energy sector again with475

nonlinear, usually, concave costs functions;cf. Rebennack et al. (2010, [16]).476

5 Computational Results477

We have implemented Algorithm 3.1 in the modeling language GAMS version 23.6478

[cf. Brooke et al. (1992, [1]) or Bussieck and Meeraus (2004, [2])], employing the479

global optimization solver LindoGlobal version 23.6.5 ([17]). We run the computa-480

tional tests on an Intel(R) i7 (single core) with 2.93 GHz and12.0 GB RAM on a481

64-bit Windows 7 operating system.482

The nine different functions tested are summarized in Table2. The columnsX−483

andX+ define the lower and upper bounds, respectively, on both decision variables484

x1 andx2. The column “Comment” summarizes some relevant characteristics of the485

tested functions. The functions are plotted in Figure 1.486

Table 2: Two-dimensional functions tested.

# f(x) X− X+ Comment
1 x2

1−x2
2 [0.5,0.5] [7.5,3.5] D.C. function (Horst et al., 2000, [7])

2 x2
1+x2

2 [0.5,0.5] [7.5,3.5] convex function

3 x1 ·x2 [2.0,2.0] [8.0,4.0] bilinear, convex function on domain
used in Section 6

4 x1 ·exp(−x2
1−x2

2) [0.5,0.5] [2.0,2.0] maximum function value:≈ 0.334

5 x1 sin(x2) [1.0,0.05] [4.0,3.1] concave function on domain

6 sin(x1)
x1

x2
2 [1.0,1.0] [3.0,2.0] –

7 x1 sin(x1)sin(x2) [0.05,0.05] [3.1,3.1] –

8
(
x2

1−x2
2

)2 [1.0,2.0] [1.0,2.0] –

9 exp
(
−10(x2

1−x2
2)

2
)

[1.0,1.0] [2.0,2.0] steep peak atx1 = x2

Table 3 summarizes the transformations applied towards functions 1 though 7
of Table 2. The column “Type” indicates which type of transformation, as defined
in Table 1, has been applied. For all computations, we chooseboth δ 1 and δ 2 to
be equal. For type I transformations, this leads toδ 1 = δ 2 =

δ
2 (cf. Table 1 column

“approx. error”). The individual approximation errors fortype II transformations are
given by

δ 1 = δ 2 =
1
2

ln

(
δ
m∗

+1

)
,

with

m∗ := max
x∈[X− ,X+]

| f (x)|.

If the exact value ofm∗ is missing, then we use an overestimatorm+ for m∗ (i.e.,487

m+ ≥m∗). The values form+ and/orm∗ are given in column “Comment” of Table 3.488
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Fig. 1: Plots for functions of Table 2.
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Table 3: Transformations to one-dimensional functions forfunctions 1 to 7 of Table
2.

# f1(x1) f2(x2) Type Comment
1 x2

1 −x2
2 I –

2 x2
1 x2

2 I –

3 ln(x1) ln(x2) II m+ = m∗ = 32

4 ln(x1)−x2
1 −x2

2 II m+ = 0.3341

5 ln(x1) ln
(

sin(x2)
)

II m+ = m∗ = 4

6 ln
(

sin(x1)
)
− ln(x1) 2ln(x2) II m+ = 3.37

7 ln
(

sin(x1)
)
+ ln(x1) ln

(
sin(x2)

)
II m+ = 1.82

For functions 8 and 9 of Table 2, we apply the substitution rule: case IV of Table489

1. The resulting one-dimensional functionf1(u) : D̃→R is stated along with the two-490

dimensional, nested functionf2(x1,x2) (the domain off2 is stated in Table 2). The491

choice for the approximation errorsδ 1 andδ 2 for f1 and f2, respectively, are stated in492

the last two columns of the table. The two dimensional function f2(x1,x2) = x2
1− x2

2493

can be approximated by applying a type I transformation, choosing an individual494

approximation error ofδ 2
2 , for instance. In order to computeδ 2 for function 9, we495

have used the maximal derivative of 2
√

5
e in order to overestimateγ(δ 2), see equation496

(29).497

For our computations via Algorithm 3.1, we use the maximal deviation point
in each triangle as the sub-division rule (as described in Section 3.2). We always
observed good convergence behavior of the algorithm. Steps29-32 of Algorithm 3.1
were never entered (e.g., the computed piecewise linear approximators were always
continuous after step 27). Thus, we allowed a deviation ofδ instead ofδ

2 up front.
Empirically, we observed that a discretization of the shiftvariables of

−δ
2
,−δ

4
,0,

δ
4
,

δ
2

is a good trade-off between computational time and number oftriangles computed.498

Table 4: Substitutions for function 8 and 9 of Table 2.

# f1(u) D̃ f2(x1,x2) δ1 δ 2

8 u2 [0,4] x2
1−x2

2
δ
2 δ 2 = 4−

√
4+ δ

2

9 exp(−10u2) [0.4] x2
1−x2

2
δ
2 δ 2 =

δ
4

√ e
5

The computational results for function 1 through 9 of Table 2are summarized in499

Table 5. For each functionf (x), we choose five consecutive values for the approx-500

imation errorδ among the set{1.50,1.00,0.50,0.25,0.10,0.05,0.03,0.01,0.001},501

dependent on the scaling of the function. The results for the2-D approach are com-502

puted by Algorithm 3.1. The column|T| states the number of triangles used. For503
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the 1-D approach, we use the Algorithm 4.1 as developed by Rebennack & Kall-504

rath (2012, [15]).δ i is the approximation error applied to both functionsf1(x1) and505

f2(x2), except for function 8 and 9 whereδ 2 is stated.B1 andB2 are the computed506

number of breakpoints for functionf1 and f2, respectively. Column “|R|” reports on507

the number of rectangles resulting from the obtained breakpoint systems; again, func-508

tions 8 and 9 are different. There, we report the number of rectangular prisms leading509

to feasible values forx1, x2 andu. For both the 1-D and the 2-D, “dev.” summarizes510

the maximal deviation of the obtained piecewise linear, continuous function over the511

triangulation compared to the approximated functionf (x). These values have been512

obtained by solving a series of global optimization problems after the approximations513

have been computed (the computational times are not reported). The columns “CPU514

(sec.)” provide the computational times in seconds.515

From the numerical results presented in Table 5, we derive two main conclu-516

sions: (1) At a first glance, the advantage of applying approximations schemes,e.g.,517

piecewise linear approximations by triangulation to bivariate functions, seems not518

as striking as expected because separate one-dimensional piecewise linear approxi-519

mations seem to require less breakpoints (particularly forfunctions which separate520

well, e.g., functions 1 and 2). However, whether this is really an advantage depends521

on the behavior of a MILP solver when both the triangles and the one-dimensional522

breakpoints systems are implemented; see further discussions in Section 7. (2) An523

additional limitation of one-dimensional separable approaches is the numerical accu-524

racy required. For instance, the numerical errors when using logarithmic separations525

approaches involve the function values themselves. This may request very small er-526

rors of the order of 0.001 or smaller, which in turn can cause numerical problems527

when computing optimal one-dimensional breakpoints systems.528

Triangulations calculated by Algorithm 3.1 are shown in Figure 2 for different529

values ofδ .530

6 A Two-Dimensional Problem: Cutting Circles from One Rectangle531

We apply the developed 2D-methods in this paper and the 1D-approach developed by532

Rebennack and Kallrath (2012,[15]) to a circle cutting stock problem which was part533

of a larger production planning problem in the metals industry. A few hundred orders534

with due dates ranging over 4 weeks should be grouped into appropriate subgroups535

of circles to be produced. It is possible to produce orders tostock. Addressing the536

production planning and cutting stock problem in this real world problem simulta-537

neously, leads to a MILP part for the production planning aspects and complicating538

NLP or MINLP cutting stock extensions. We do not present the overall production539

planning problem but rather focus on the cutting stock part.This view is obtained af-540

ter separating the production planning and cutting stock problem which is often still541

the preferred solution in the paper and metals industry.542

Given is a set of circles characterized by their radii, and bounds on the length543

and width of a design rectangle. The task is to find a rectangle, hosting all circles,544

of minimal area;i.e., one needs to find a placement of the circle on a rectangle such545

that none of the circles overlap, such that all circles are complectly contained in the546
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Table 5: Computation results for triangulations and one-dimensional transformations.

2-D 1-D
# δ |T| dev. CPU (sec.) δ i B1 B2 |R| dev. CPU (sec.)
1 1.50 16 1.4844 30.8 0.7500 4 3 6 1.4764 0.5

1.00 20 0.9844 84.4 0.5000 5 3 8 0.9967 0.4
0.50 48 0.5000 150.4 0.2500 6 4 15 0.4990 0.5
0.25 80 0.2461 272.6 0.1250 9 5 32 0.2499 1.2
0.10 224 0.1000 380.6 0.0500 13 6 60 0.1000 1.6

2 1.50 24 1.5000 26.8 0.7500 4 3 6 1.5000 0.5
1.00 28 0.9712 7.4 0.5000 5 3 8 1.0000 0.4
0.50 84 0.4554 38.0 0.2500 6 4 15 0.5000 0.5
0.25 121 0.2428 35.8 0.1250 9 5 32 0.2500 1.2
0.10 351 0.0949 171.7 0.0500 13 6 60 0.1000 1.6

3 1.00 4 0.7500 0.8 0.0153 4 3 6 0.5446 0.4
0.50 12 0.4444 72.4 0.0077 5 3 8 0.4966 0.5
0.25 20 0.2344 4.7 0.0038 7 4 18 0.1697 0.6
0.10 59 0.0968 59.3 0.0015 10 6 45 0.0889 1.0
0.05 94 0.0490 45.3 0.0007 15 8 98 0.0413 1.3

4 0.10 2 0.0976 0.3 0.1309 3 3 4 0.0908 0.4
0.05 6 0.0346 18.7 0.0697 4 4 9 0.0454 0.6
0.03 10 0.0288 12.7 0.0429 5 4 12 0.0279 0.7
0.01 31 0.0097 54.6 0.0147 7 6 30 0.0100 0.9

0.001 350 0.0010 652.6 0.0014 19 16 270 0.0009 2.7
5 1.00 5 0.9542 1.0 0.1115 3 7 12 0.8911 0.6

0.50 8 0.4803 13.1 0.0588 3 9 16 0.3219 1.2
0.25 16 0.2442 30.0 0.0303 3 13 24 0.2441 1.3
0.10 44 0.0975 74.6 0.0123 5 19 72 0.0924 1.7
0.05 85 0.0483 141.9 0.0062 6 26 125 0.0434 2.4

6 0.50 2 0.4461 1.8 0.0691 4 2 3 0.4988 0.5
0.25 4 0.2104 1.0 0.0357 6 3 10 0.1813 0.6
0.10 9 0.0976 25.8 0.0146 8 4 28 0.0971 1.4
0.05 23 0.0451 14.4 0.0073 10 4 27 0.0495 1.0
0.03 40 0.0297 161.4 0.0044 13 5 48 0.0228 2.6

7 1.00 6 0.4885 7.7 0.2189 5 6 20 0.9764 1.2
0.50 6 0.4885 1.3 0.1213 7 8 42 0.4280 1.4
0.25 21 0.2351 30.8 0.0643 9 11 80 0.2089 1.3
0.10 96 0.0980 73.0 0.0267 13 15 168 0.0944 2.6
0.05 274 0.0498 305.5 0.0135 18 21 340 0.0497 3.4

8 1.00 6 0.8204 22.8 0.0310 4 4 6 0.6117 0.5
0.50 9 0.4340 15.6 0.0155 4 4 7 0.2852 0.5
0.25 12 0.2439 22.9 0.0077 6 6 18 0.1575 0.7
0.10 40 0.0959 202.8 0.0031 8 8 40 0.7312 0.8
0.05 87 0.0500 174.1 0.0015 11 11 83 0.0384 1.0

9 1.00 2 1.0000 0.8 0.1100 2 3 3 0.5000 0.3
0.50 4 0.4909 66.6 0.0460 3 3 4 0.2507 0.3
0.25 6 0.1744 4.4 0.0230 3 4 7 0.1359 0.4
0.10 84 0.0945 231.5 0.0092 5 5 18 0.0737 0.6
0.05 86 0.0480 57.8 0.0046 5 7 34 0.0412 0.7
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Fig. 2: Triangulations (2-D approach) obtained for functions of Table 2.
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rectangle and such that the product of the length and the width of the rectangle is547

minimized. The non-overlapping constraints of the circleslead to non-convex con-548

straints. This problem has been studied by Kallrath (2009, [10]), and more recently549

also by Misener and Floudas (2012, [14]).550

6.1 Nomenclature551

We use the following nomenclature in this section. All lowercase symbols represent552

decision variables or indices, while upper case symbols arefor input or derived data.553

554

Indices:555

d ∈ {1,2} width (d = 1) and length (d = 2) of two-dimensional space.556

i ∈ I := {i1, . . . , iI} circles to be packed.557

We use also indexj to refer to a circle when we compare two circlesi and j.558

559

Input data: (the dimensions are provided in brackets “[]”)560

Ai [L2] the areas of all circlesi; quantity derived asAi = πR2
i .561

D [L] the maximum possible length of the diagonal of the design rectangle.562

Kp [-] the number of vertices of polygonp.563

L [L] maximum size (upper bound) of the length of the design rectangle.564

Ri [L] the radius of circlei.565

Sjd [L] the extension of rectanglej, i.e., width Sj1 and lengthSj2.566

S+d [L] maximum size (upper bound) of the extension of the design rectangles in567

dimensiond.568

S−d [L] minimum size (lower bound) of the extension of the design rectangles in569

dimensiond.570

W [L] maximum size (upper bound) of the width of the design rectangle.571

Variables:572

a∈ [S−1 S−2 ,S
+
1 S+2 ] [L2] the area of the design rectangle.a− anda+ are lower and573

upper bounds ona obtained during the computation.574

xid ∈ [0,S+d ] [L] the coordinates of the center vector,xi , of circle i.575

For circlesi with radius 2Ri ≤mind{S+d } the bounds can be refined to[Ri ,S+d −576

Ri].577

xP
d ∈ [0,S+d ] [L] the extension of the design rectangle in dimensiond.578

z∈ [0,S+1 S+2 ] [L2] the objective function, area, or, alternatively, trimlossor waste,579

resp., associated to the optimal solution.580

This variable is defined asz= a, or z= a−∑i Ai .581

We provide lower and upper bounds in the model wherever possible and as tight as582

possible.583
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6.2 Model Formulation as a Non-convex NLP584

The objective function to be minimized is the area,a, of the design rectangle585

min a :=
2

∏
d=1

xP
d , (34)

wherexP
d represents the extension of the design rectangle in dimensiond. Equivalent586

to this is to minimize waste,i.e.,587

min z := a−Acirc , Acirc := ∑
i

Ai , (35)

whereAi denotes the known areas of the circles.588

The extensionsxP
d and of the design rectangle are subject to the bounds589

S−d ≤ xP
d ≤ S+d , ∀d . (36)

Note thatxP
1 is width w, andxP

2 is lengthℓ. With the known total areaAcirc occupied590

by the circles and the upper bounds on the sides of the rectangle, we can sometimes591

improve the lower boundsS−d and replace them by592

S−d = max{S−d ,Acirc/S+d }, ∀d . (37)

For all circles we have to guarantee that they do not overlap with each other,i.e.,593

(xi− x j)
2 := ∑

d∈D

(
xid− x jd

)2≥ (Ri +Rj)
2 =: D2

i j , ∀{ (i, j) | i < j} . (38)

Note that forI circles we haveI(I −1)/2 inequalities of type (38).594

Fitting the circles inside the enclosing rectangles requires595

xid ≥ Ri , ∀{i,d} .

and596

xid +Ri ≤ xP
d ≤ S+d , ∀{i,d} .

We destroy symmetry by putting the first circle into the first quadrants of the rectan-597

gle, i.e., x1d ≤ xP
d/2, and also by enforcing that the rectangle’s length is not smaller598

than its width,i.e., xP
1 ≥ xP

2. A valid lower bound,X−id , on the center coordinates is599

also given by the largest radius available.600
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6.3 Applying Under- and Overestimators601

The problem contains the bilinear terma = wℓ = xP
1xP

2 and the square termss2
i jd =602

(
xid− x jd

)2
. For a we use the triangle approach with the setT of trianglest each603

of them with coordinatesxvt, function valuesFvt, for verticesv∈ V := {1,2,3}. The604

binary variableδ t indicates whethert is selected for the convex combination. For605

eacht, we introduce non-negative variablesλ tv subject to606

∑
v∈V

λ tv = δ , ∀t .

In addition we request that exactly one triangle is selected, i.e.,607

∑
t∈T

δ t = 1 .

The coordinatesx =(xP
1,x

P
2) are given by608

x = x0+ ∑
t∈T

∑
v∈V

λ tvxvt ,

with an upper boundX onx0, and609

x0≤ Xδ t , ∀t .

while the function valuesa= f = f (x) follow as610

f = ∑
t∈T

∑
v∈V

λ tv fvt .

For the free variablessi jd = xid − x jd, or s2
i jd , respectively, we apply the SOS-2 ap-611

proach with optimal breakpoints computed as described in Rebennack & Kallrath612

(2012, [15]). Due tos2
ii ′d = s2

jid this givesI(I−1) special order sets. Furthermore, we613

exploit that614

0≤
∣∣si jd

∣∣≤ S+d −min{Ri ,Rj} , ∀{i jd}
with S+1 = L andS+2 = W. As the nonlinear function is a square function, a given615

accuracy ofδ is obtained by equidistant breakpoints separated by∆ := 2
√

δ . To see616

this, we consider the quadratic functionf (x) := x2 over the interval[a,b] and neglect617

the shift variables for a moment. The maximal difference between the secant function618

s(x)619

s(x) := f (a)+
f (b)− f (a)

b−a
(x−a) (39)

and f (x) is realized at620

x=
b+a

2
(40)

with a maximal difference of621

δ max :=

(
b−a

2

)2

. (41)

Therefore, if we want to limit the maximal difference,δ max, to δ , we obtain the622

equidistant distances between breakpoints of∆ = 2
√

δ . The accuracyδ is main-623

tained, or improved, if we use shift variables as additionaldegrees of freedom.624
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6.4 Implementation Tweaks625

As the square functions2
ii ′d is convex, its SOS-2 representation with argument break-626

points,Xi jdb, and function breakpoints,Fi jdb, is in argument627

si jd = ∑
b∈B

Xi jdbλ i jdb , (42)

and in function value628

s2
i jd = ∑

b∈B

Fi jdbλ i jdb ,

or629

s2
i j = ∑

d∈D

s2
i jd = ∑

d∈D
∑

b∈B

Fi jdbλ ii ′db ,

respectively, is an overestimator of the real problem. Thisimplies, that the circles630

may slightly overlap.631

For triangle accuracyδ = 0.125 and SOS-2 accuracyδ = 1
64 ≈ 0.016 a solution632

near to the global optimum, or, to be more precise, a lower bound on the objective633

function value, resp., is obtained within seconds – much faster than in Kallrath (2009,634

[10]). However, it is difficult to move up the lower bound. Thereason is related to635

the fact that we explicitly need the unsquared distancesi jd in our model. While the636

straightforward NLP formulation depends only on the indices i and j, i.e., scales637

with I(I −1)/2, the SOS-2 approach scales withBI(I −1), whereB is the number of638

breakpoints.639

We have also reduced the number of triangles involved once wehad found a640

reasonable value for the areaa by eliminating all triangles which had function values641

at their vertices which exceededa significantly. Once we obtained an integrality gap642

of less than 20%, we also eliminated all triangles with function values smaller than643

the lower bound ona.644

To improve the numerical behavior of this approach, we have applied various645

modifications. At first, we have normalized the coordinate difference (42) byDi j :=646

Ri +Rj . The advantages is that we can reduce the number of breakpoints significantly.647

Due to the normalization and as we are working with overestimators we need to have648

a fine grid only for arguments in the range of[−1,+1]. Arguments outside[−1,+1]649

lead to center differences greater or equal than one and are thus feasible w.r.t. the650

non-overlap condition. In practice, to compute the distance between the centers of651

circle i and j the breakpoints652

−Di jd ,−1,−0.75,−0.5,−0.25,0,+0.25,+0.50,+0.75,+1,+Di jd

with653

Di jd := (S+d −Di j )/Di j (43)

are sufficient. With this improvement, the first feasible point is found always instan-654

taneously, but we still need to do something on moving up the lower bound.655
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If we knew the absolute coordinate differences|sii ′d|, we need only 6 breakpoints656

0,+0.25,+0.50,+0.75,+1,+Di jd

and the normalization (43) allows us to improve the lower bound by adding the cut657

∑
d∈D

∣∣si jd
∣∣≥ 1− ε , ∀{i jd} , (44)

as for points with∑d∈D |sii ′d| < 1 we have∑d∈D s2
i jd < 1, i.e., overlaps. As distance658

arguments in the interval[0,0.5] lead, despite the fact that the secant overestimates659

s2
i jd , to overlaps, we use the breakpoints660

0,+0.50,+0.75,+0.90,+1,+Di jd ,

as they give better accuracy for near-contact circles.661

To compute
∣∣si jd

∣∣ we introduce another set of SOS-2 variables,ν i jdb with only662

three breakpoints663

−Di jd ,0,+Di jd . (45)

We use priorities on these SOS-2 variablesν i jdb first. The lower bound increases, but664

it is harder to find integer feasible points.665

An attempt to close the integrality gaps for some of the complicated cases involv-666

ing six congruent circles, was to introduce additional binary variablesσ i j which take667

the value 1 if circlei is positioned left of circlej, i.e., xi1 ≤ x j1. This is enforced by668

the inequalities669

xi1 ≤ x j1+L(1−σ i j )
xi1 ≥ x j1−Lσ i j

(46)

Branching onσ i j has given highest priority. In addition, these binary variables670

are used to represent the absolute values terms
∣∣si jd

∣∣ by671

∣∣si jd

∣∣= s+i jd + s−i jd

involving the nonnegative variabless−i jd ands+i jd subject to672

s−i jd ≤ sUB
i jd σ i jd

s+i jd ≤ sUB
i jd

(
1−σ i jd

)
.

(47)

wheresUB
i jd denotes an upper bounds on the dimensionless center distance. This avoids673

the need of extra breakpoints to model
∣∣si jd

∣∣. Unfortunately, the binary variablesσ i jd674

did not help as expected.675
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6.5 Computational Results676

In four numerical examples taken from Kallrath (2009) we want to placeNcirc circles677

of radii Ri into a rectangle limited by maximal length ofS+1 = L = 8 and a maximum678

width of S+2 =W = 4 for cases c6-0 and c6-c, andW = 2.9 for cases c6-a and c6-b.679

We consider the four examples listed in Table 6.Acirc is the sum of the areas of the680

circles. The last four columns of the table state the computational results, published681

in two papers, for the areaa together with an absolute gap (“GAP-A”),i.e., GAP-A682

is the difference of the upper bound and the global lower bound. Misener & Floudas683

(2012, [14]) publish in their paper the wastez= a−Acirc instead of the rectangle’s684

areaa to quantify their solutions; for Table 6, we obtained theira indirectly. Note685

that the results for c6-c in Kallrath (2009, [10]) is either premature, or just an error in686

print. The time limits 45,000 and 7,200 seconds, resp., usedby Kallrath (2009) and687

Misener & Floudas (2012) were reached for case c6-c leaving the gap unclosed.688

Table 6: Instances tested together with computational results from the literature.

Case Ncirc Circle Radii A circ Kallrath Misener & Floudas
(2009, [10]) (2012, [14])

z a GAP-A z a GAP-A

c6-0 6 5 6 8 12 13 17 22.839 7.788 30.627 10−8 7.788 30.627 10−4

c6-a 7 7 + 6× 5 6.252 2.112 8.363 10−9 2.112 8.363 10−4

c6-b 7 9 + 6× 5 7.257 1.974 9.231 10−9 1.974 9.231 10−4

c6-c 8 9 + 7 + 6× 5 11.341 4.098 20.621 10−9 2.798 14.139 2.798

We modeled the problem with GAMS using LindoGlobal to solve the NLP prob-689

lems to global optimality. The resulting MILP problems are solved using GAMS /690

CPLEX while the NLPs are locally solved with CONOPT (cf. Drud 1994, [4]).691

The computational results when usingδ -approximator systems with 5 break-692

points are summarized in Table 7. The columns labeled “MILP”present the results693

for the MILP model, resulting from the usage of the approximator systems;ta is the694

time in seconds when the global optimum has been computed (without the necessary695

proof of optimality) andt f is the solution time in seconds (with a time limit of 14,000696

seconds). The column “NLP” states the results when using an NLP solver to com-697

pute a local minimum in the vicinity of the circle center points provided by the MILP698

solver (note that this initial solution may slightly violate the non-overlap constraints).699

Column “GLB” reports on the global optimum computed by usingGloMIQO devel-700

oped by Misener & Floudas (2012, [14]). “GAP-A” and “GAP-R” is the absolute and701

relative gap, respectively, of the MILP solution with respect to the global minimum,702

a∗.703

The minimal area rectangle for the case c6-c isa= 11.594, while the MILP solver704

underestimates this slightly witha= 11.132 because circles have small overlaps as705

displayed in Fig. 3 (c).706

While the original NLP problem as described in Section 6.2 consists of 14 Vari-707

ables, 45 constraints, 60 non-linearities with 62 non-zeros, the MILP models (con-708
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Table 7: Computational results usingδ -approximator systems for the instances of
Table 6 based on 1+5 breakpoints.

Case MILP NLP GLB GAP-A GAP-R
a ta GAP-A t f a a∗

c6-0 30.258 84.69 10−7 84.69 30.627 30.627 0.369 1.20%

c6-a 8.267 637.01 1.390 14000.00 8.363 8.363 0.096 1.15%

c6-b 9.074 5.34 0.723 14000.00 9.231 9.231 0.157 1.70%

c6-c 11.132 1631.38 1.456 14000.00 11.757 11.594 0.462 3.98%

gruent cases) involved, after GAMS/CPLEX’s presolve, 270 rows, 510 columns, and709

1657 nonzeros. The reduced MILP has 78 binaries, and 30 SOS-2s.710

Our MILP approach produces solutions with objective function values which are711

within a gap of a few percent when compared to the global optimum. To compare712

the solution (the centers of the circles) to those of global solver we used the center713

coordinatesx∗i ,y
∗
i obtained by the MILP solver as an initial starting points to solve714

the real NLP problem with a local NLP solver such as CONOPT or IPOPT, a free715

NLP solver available in GAMS. To support this procedure we allowed the center716

coordinates to vary only slightly,i.e.,717

(xi− xi)
2+(yi− y∗i )

2≤ ∆2 , ∀i ,

where∆ > 0 is a small number of the order 0.20. We then checked whether this718

locally optimal solution gave us a solution identical or close to that of the global719

solver, LindoGlobal; when solving the problem to global optimality, we let out the720

vicinity inequality (6.5). For the cases c6-a to c6-c the MILP solver did not close the721

integrality gap within 14,000 seconds. For case c6-c the local NLP solution did not722

agree to the global solution,a∗. The reason is most probably that the MILP solver723

missed the optimal solution.724

Due to the long running times (especially, for the congruentcases c6-a to c6-725

c) and for curiosity, we have also implemented the logarithmic SOS-2 approach by726

Vielma & Nemhauser (2011,[19],Theorem 4) for 1+8 breakpoints727

0,+0.50,+0.75,+0.80,+0.90,+0.95,+0.98,+1,+Di jd ,

and the 6 inequalities728

λ 0+λ1+λ7+λ8 ≤ x1

λ 2+λ6 ≤ x2

λ 0+λ1+λ2+λ3 ≤ x3

λ 3+λ4+λ5 ≤ 1− x1

λ 0+λ4+λ8 ≤ 1− x2

λ 5+λ6+λ7+λ8 ≤ 1− x3 .

These inequalities have to be generated for each pair of circles and for each of the729

two coordinate axis. To compare the standard and logarithmic formulation, we also730

used the standard SOS-2 formulation with 1+8 breakpoints,cf. Tables 8 and 9.731
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Fig. 3: Solutions obtained by the MILP using theδ -approximator system.

First, we observe in the solution of the standard approach that the slight increase732

of the number of breakpoints from 1+5 to 1+8 leads to a smallergap between the733

global solution of the NLP and the MILP problem decreases slightly, as expected.734

Second, it takes significantly longer to solve the MILP problems (e.g., 900 seconds735

versus 2423 seconds, for c6-0). Using the logarithmic approach makes a great dif-736

ference in time (e.g., 2423 seconds versus 14 seconds, for c6-0). It is remarkable737

how fast the optimal value was reached (though not yet proven), namely in less than738

70 seconds, while it took much longer when the standard approach was used with 8739
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Table 8: Computational results usingδ -approximator systems for the instances of
Table 6 based on 1+8 breakpoints using the standard SOS-2 formulation.

Case MILP NLP GLB GAP-A GAP-R
a ta GAP-A t f a a∗

c6-0 30.296 2423.32 10−7 2423.32 30.627 30.627 0.331 1.09%
c6-a 8.268 1067.53 1.244 14000.00 8.363 8.363 0.095 1.13%
c6-b 9.075 2812.85 0.678 14000.00 9.231 9.231 0.156 1.68%
c6-c 11.172 21.05 1.496 14000.00 11.758 11.594 0.422 3.64%

Table 9: Computational results usingδ -approximator systems for the instances of
Table 6 based on 1+8 breakpoints using the logarithmic SOS-2formulation by Vielma
and Nemhauser.

Case MILP NLP GLB GAP-A GAP-R
a ta GAP-A t f a a∗

c6-0 30.296 14 < 5·10−7 14.43 30.627 30.627 0.332 1.09%
c6-a 8.268 52 0.549 14000.00 8.363 8.363 0.095 1.13%
c6-b 9.075 51 9·10−5 11820.00 9.231 9.231 0.156 1.68%
c6-c 11.100 67 1.424 14000.00 11.757 11.594 0.494 4.26%

breakpoints. Closing the gap for the cases c6-a, c7-b, and c6-c remains also a problem740

for the logarithmic approach although the gap was closed forc6-b.741

7 Future Research Directions742

Let us discuss (potentially) promising future research directions and open problems743

for piecewise linear approximator systems for MINLP problems involving two- or744

higher-dimensional functions:745

746

Two dimensional specifics:747

– Develop an algorithm which can computeprovableoptimal triangulations to any748

accuracy specified byδ .749

750

– Rectangles and specific convex polygons could be an alternative to triangles.751

752

Higher (≥ 2) dimensional:753

– Generalize the concepts of triangulations to higher dimensionsn,n≥ 3.754

755

– An unsolved, probably problem-specific question to analyzeand to answer is756

whether it is more efficient to approximate separablen-dimensional functions757

(i.e., functions which can be transformed using the rules in Table1) directly with758

an n-dimensional approach or to separate the function into lower-dimensional759
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functions applying appropriate lower-dimensional approaches.760

761

– When using the transformations of Table 1, then one faces theproblem of choos-762

ing the individual approximation errorsδ i . For our computations, we have chosen763

them equally. An optimal selection ofδ i ’s leading to a piecewise linear function764

requiring the least number of breakpoints for a given accuracy δ is an interesting765

problem in this context.766

767

– Finally, we want to development explicit, piecewise linearformulations of func-768

tions f (x): Rn→R, n≥ 2, that are defined only defined on orthogonal or irregular769

grids of vertex points, but are not available in a closed algebraic form. This is an770

interesting problem relevant to various situations and industries. Such situations771

occur if the functions are evaluated by complex black box models involving, for772

instance, differential equations, or if the functions havebeen established only by773

experiments or observations leading to look-up tables, which in turn lead to non-774

smooth, piecewise-affine functions defined by linear interpolation between vertex775

points. An important subtask is also to reduce the system of grid points,i.e., to776

replace is by a coarser grid which, relative to the system of given grid points,777

preservesδ -accuracy.778

8 Conclusions779

For bivariate nonlinear, convex and nonconvex functions, we automatically gener-780

ate triangulations for continuous piecewise linear approximations as well as over-781

and underestimators satisfying a specified accuracy. Unlike in paper I (Rebennack782

& Kallrath, 2012, [15]), in this two-dimensional case we arenot able to compute783

optimal triangulations,i.e., we cannot make any safe statement whether the number784

of triangles is minimal or not. However, the refinement techniques we exploit in the785

construction of the triangles gives us some hope that we are not too far away from786

the minimal number of triangles.787

The methods we have developed involve solving nonlinear problems to global op-788

timality. They are useful to replace nonlinear terms in large MINLP problems which789

are mostly dominated by mixed-integer linear terms. This allows to solve approxi-790

mately a significant subset of NLP or MINLP just by MILP solvers. Note that the791

computation of the triangulation systems is not restrictedby available CPU time as792

they are computed only once a priori to their usage in the large scale MILP which are793

very well restricted in the available CPU time.794

The automatic refinement triangulation provides an alternative to apply separa-795

tion or transformation techniques applied to bivariate functions followed by one-796

dimensional piecewise linear approximation. We discuss and analyze the trade-off797

between one-dimensional and two-dimensional approaches,and also provide trans-798

formations for functions depending on more than two variables.799
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